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The process of developing an alternative power generating method towards market competitiveness 
requires – apart from long-term political support – strong commitments on the technology and 
financing side. Tidal stream and wave energy technologies presently move from full-scale prototype 
testing to the implementation of first multi-device arrays. To successfully pass this transition phase 
and to prepare for the wholesale market roll-out, expected around 2025, concerted interaction is 
required. Strategically balanced technology learning within and between the stakeholders is of 
central relevance to guarantee efficient progress in a dynamic and complex environment. 

With the intention to gain in-depth understanding of the respective requirements in on-going ocean 
energy activities, a comprehensive interview series was conducted by which 44 experts from 13 
stakeholder groups (e.g. UK government, certifiers, investors, insurers, academia, consultancies, 
utilities, manufacturers, test site operators, NGOs) provided their knowledge in the form of 2,129 
individual replies. To master the complexity of the received cross-category information and to 
identify the fundamental concerns, all interview data was systematically consolidated and formed as 
such the basis for the configuration of detailed system dynamics computer models. 

The principal focus of this open-integrative research is on the creation of compressed knowledge for 
orienting the (technology) learning processes of the involved stakeholders under the final objective 
of achieving market-competitive electricity generation. Based on the calculated ranking of top-level 
driving factors and the subsequent examination of corresponding interview statements, practical 
implications for the technology, policy and financing sectors are formulated. Identified propositions 
for the strategic orientation of technology-driving stakeholders are: (i) to apply a system engineering 
approach inspired by the US space-/aircraft industry; (ii) to use multi-applicable technologies; and 
(iii) to minimise the lack of collaboration by strengthening the sharing of (bad) experience. 

As known from other high-tech industries, cooperative relationships between firms can bring to 
market new innovations that neither firm alone could have accomplished. Inter-firm collaboration 
and knowledge sharing are identified as essential elements to rapidly overcome the present pre-profit 
phase and to establish this new carbon-free form of electricity generation on utility-scale. 
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